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September could be fresh to me.
A new semester had started.
September's portrait.  First formal portrait I have taken for people in my life.

Murphy Hall
Minneapolis, MN
- September’s entertainment brought by Clean Bandit.

Varsity Theater
Minneapolis, MN
The sound of the violin and cello ignited the night.
The supporting singer for the band.
October was an adventure for me. Been to several places for pictures, I was thrilled to witness those scenes.
October’s conference. Speakers at the “Women Activists Today”.

McNamara Alumni Center
Minneapolis, MN
- October’s sport event.
The harmonious scene I saw at the soccer game.

Elizabeth Lyle
Robbie Stadium
Saint Paul, MN
- October’s scenery. Unforgettable fall scenery in Minnesota.

Mississippi River
Minneapolis, MN
Scenery along the river.
Sea gull flying over the river.
Ripples made by the canoe.
- October’s pumpkin carve event.
U students celebrating the Halloween.

Northrop Plaza | Minneapolis, MN
November was cold outside. Watching indoor activity and talking with people could be motivational.
November's volleyball game. The Minnesota Gophers won over the Northwestern Wildcats. First time to watch a volleyball game on campus. Such a exciting game!

Sports Pavilion
Minneapolis, MN
Inside Sandrato’s apartment, he starts his music career with simple equipment. I feel inspiring after a talk with him. Minneapolis, MN
In a cold winter day, I talked with the executive director at the Hospitality Center for Chinese in St. Paul, Minn.
Hope you like my work.

Here is my contact:

wang3182@umn.edu

wangfan108@gmail.com
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